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More Unmanned Action - Mines and Pipelines
The benefits of unmanned hydrographic surveying are being realized from small inland
lakes and ponds to open ocean charting with large diesel-powered USVs operated from
a mother ship. Matching the instrument type to the survey requirements and to the
vehicle used is critical. In our experience, setup and operational complexity is the
number one enemy for remote surveying in the real world. CEE unmanned singlebeam
solutions are designed to eliminate any and all added complexity and be simply the
right tool for the job. There's no remote PC on the boat, no cable spaghetti, no decrepit
serial ports - just the CEESCOPE LITE managing everything. Easy.

Customer News
USV Perfect for Pipeline Surveys
Surveying hundreds of miles of oil pipeline for
integrity involves periodic surveys at every
river crossing. Pipe burial depth is a critical
safety factor, as river scour can mean that a
pipeline once-safely buried may slowly lose its
sediment cover as the river migrates. The
CEE-USV survey data on the left from a US
pipeline shows the river seemingly on land!
Not really; the river and scoured channel has
migrated over 10m (33ft). With water velocities
approaching 10 ft/sec at this remote site, the CEEUSV with the Trimble RTK CEESCOPE LITE onboard
is ideal. No access for a manned boat, high water
velocities, and very shallow water.

Deep Sulfuric Acid Pit Lake Survey
Leach solution of low pH may be present in
deep mine pit lakes. Standard echo sounders
will penetrate only 6m (20ft) through this
concentrated acidic water before losing the
return signal, making it hard or impossible to
survey. Recently, a CEE-USV with a dual
frequency 200/33 kHz transducer surveyed
down to over 30m (100ft) with still some depth
to spare, picking out the pit infill and
submerged benches clearly.

Dry Dock Surveys in San Francisco
Grounding of a vessel leaving dry dock would
be a disaster for the vessel operator and the
dock owner. To prevent these events, dry
dock operators diligently monitor sediment
conditions around the docks. Near San
Francisco, a historic Naval dockyard is home
to Mare Island Dry Dock (MIDD). To obtain
improved flexibility to conduct their own
surveys whenever needed MIDD fitted out
their new survey boat with a CEESCOPE RTK
system. Using HYPACK software with local
cell-phone RTK corrections from the California
Real Time Network, MIDD can generate
precise surveys with a turnaround time of just
one day! Read the NEW CASE HISTORY
HERE.

Turning a Jet Ski into a Survey Boat
It may be easier than you think; several CEE
customers did exactly that recently. The
CEESCOPE-R makes it possible to undertake
Jet Ski hydrographic surveys without having to
embark on a major construction project. As
long as you can mount the GNSS antenna and
transducer to the ski, data collection can be
handled by the CEESCOPE-R. Just use the
WiFi connection with a waterproof tablet. RTK
is no problem either, with UHF or cell phone /
NTRIP built in. And there's no plethora of
cables - the system will easily fit inside a
standard vehicle's waterproof compartment.
Learn about the CEESCOPE-R HERE.

Product News
Doing USV Mine Surveys at 110F?
During the summer in the Arizona copper belt near
Phoenix, temperatures down in the pit might
exceed 120F (50C) and even out on the tailings
ponds, 100F (38C) is merely average. Considering
new CEE-USV operators in mines like those in AZ,
we proactively fitted active thermostatic motor
cooling to maintain 100% motor reliability even in
super-extreme conditions.

New Firmware for CEE-LINE Users
CEE-LINE bottom tracking has been improved in
"AUTO" mode. The newest firmware improves
consistency in very shallow water. We'll send
download links to registered users. It's easy to
update through CEE-LINE CONNECT.

Video Updates
Over Four Hours of New Training Videos!

A new series of in-depth Hydromagic training
videos are available for CEE customers. Over four
hours of training takes you through all stages of
Hydromagic with a focus on common CEE survey
applications and CEE-specific features. CONTACT
US.

Software News
New CEE-LINE Software
Download the latest version of the CEE-LINE
interface utility. A couple of bug fixes and a
new depth plotting chart for dual frequency
data. Go to the downloads page HERE.

Importing CEE Data Files to Hydromagic
If you have saved data from a CEESCOPE, CEE
ECHO, or CEESCOPE LITE, it will always be in UTM
(meters units), and needs careful handling to
avoid geodesy mismatching in your projects.
Watch the new video to learn how to easily import
this CEE data into Hydromagic. CONTACT US to
request the movie or WATCH ON YOUTUBE.

Conferences and Distributor Update
New CEE Partner in New Zealand
For sales and rentals of CEE equipment in NZ,
there is a new option courtesy of our friends at
Synergy Positioning; supporting hydrographic
systems for use with any existing GNSS gear.

Meet us at HYPACK 2019 Corpus Christi
It is coming up fast again - the annual HYPACK
user conference. If you are attending, or thinking
about it, come and see the latest CEE gear. The
event is well known as an exceptional source of
training for all levels of HYPACK operators, and
well worth attending. Find out the details HERE.
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